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ABSTRACT 
 

Innovation as the most important way for firms to retain their long-term 
competitiveness has been extensively researched lately. In this thesis, the author 
perceived innovation from the bottom up approach, where innovation spans over a 
broad spectrum of actors, reaching the initiative at a very low level. From this 
perspective, although innovation starts from an initial idea within an individual’s 
mind, the connections and interactions between individuals in a social context are 
very important for idea generation and innovation implementation. Thus social links 
and interaction within the enterprise context hold an important role in the firms’ 
innovation. Enterprise Social Network (ESN), defined as “a set of technologies that 
creates business value by connecting the members of an organization through profiles, 
updates, and notifications”, comes as one strategy to facilitate professional social 
networking activities within firms to support better collaboration and communication. 
However, nowadays when social networking becomes very popular, the 
implementation of ESN appears more of a trend for firms instead of a well planned 
strategy. Most ESN implementations lack means of evaluation of their impacts toward 
the firms’ performance, including innovation.  

In response to that, this thesis’s aim is to answer the ‘how’ question on ESN support 
toward 9 innovation climate characteristics and social interaction within firm. In this 
research, an interpretive research methodology was applied towards a case in a global 
telecom company, Ericsson, with their ESN called MyNET. As part of the 
methodology, a survey and interviews were done to assess MyNET users’ experience 
and opinion in this matter. The social network graph was also used in this 
methodology as an additional input for the interviews. 

There were 672 respondents participating in the survey and 10 interviews were 
conducted. The results show that the targeted goals of MyNET implementation 
support innovation climate characteristics. The results also show that professional 
social networking activities supported by MyNET such as individual user profile, add 
colleague in the social network, share information, ask and answer questions, join 
community, etc, provide an innovative way for social interaction supporting better 
communication and collaboration which is important for innovation in a global 
company.  

 

Keywords: innovation, bottom up innovation, social network, social interaction, 
ideas, enterprise, collaboration
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PART	  I INTRODUCTION	  
	  

1.1 BACKGROUND	  
Intensified competition and increased speed in business caused by globalization, has 
obliged firms to continuously innovate in order to retain their long-term 
competitiveness (Björk & Magnusson, 2009). Realizing the importance of innovation 
within firms, a number of researches have been conducted in order to study further on 
the determinants of innovation from different perspectives. In his research, Koestler 
(1989) highlights that, at a basic level, innovation starts from an idea within 
individual’s brain as a result of a new intersection of already existing knowledge or 
assumption. However, although the initial idea emanates from one’s mind, the 
connection and interaction between individuals in a more social context is very 
important in the idea generation and innovation development (Nonaka, 1994; Leonard 
& Sensiper, 1998). In an organizational context, this social connection or relationship 
is captured in the social network that exists between employees (Hansen, 
Shneiderman, & Smith, 2011). Thus from this perspective, the innovation within 
firms, both in the ideation and implementation process, is affected by information 
flows between employees which are captured in the interaction within their social 
network (Björk & Magnusson, 2009). Further study in this context pointed out that 
different types of  social network structure can either accelerate or suppress 
innovation  (Perry-Smith & Shalley, 2003). As a consequence, having the appropriate 
intra-firm social network is considered important for companies in nurturing their 
innovativeness.  This serves as one of the main justification for firms in adopting 
enterprise social media as the employee’s professional social networking tool.  

The presence of enterprise social media in firms provides functionalities that support 
employee collaboration and intra-firm network interaction, which would eventually 
accelerate the firm’s performance, including innovation  (Huang, Singh, & Anindya, 
2011). These functionalities, e.g. colleague adding, microblogging, commenting, 
asking question, etc, would enhance the knowledge sharing and collective intelligence 
within firms, which can lead to new valuable insights (Hogg, 2010; Hargadon & 
Bechky, 2006).  

Theoretically, innovation in firms can be directed through top-down and bottom up 
approaches and policies (Lindberg, 2011). The top-down approach, where the 
superiority of a certain actor is ascribed in advance (Lindberg, 2011), is necessary in 
driving and giving direction for innovation (Deloitte Consulting LLP, 2009). 
However, the bottom-up approach has an advantage because it is spanning over a 
broader spectrum of actors, reaching the initiative of innovation at a very low level  
(Lindberg, 2011). The initiative is generated from individuals and developed 
throughout the process up to the value creation (Bergman, Markusson, Connor, 
Middlemiss, & Ricci, 2010). It is impossible to apply a rigid top-down hierarchical 
approach in nurturing innovation. Instead, leadership and also climate that support 
and accelerate innovation holds an important role in this mechanism (Coffman, 2010; 
Crossan & Apaydin, 2010; Glynn, 1996).   
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In the bottom up approach of innovation, collaboration between ranges of actors along 
with their behavioral change is very crucial  (MacKenzie & Wajcman, 1999). The 
whole innovation processes, starting from idea generation, implementation, up to 
value creation involve people with different knowledge and expertise from different 
part of the business (Björk, 2011). Communication and social interaction is the key. 
Social links, professional network position as well as interaction in the firm will affect 
how these innovation processes are executed (Tsai & Ghoshal, 1998).  

1.2 PROBLEM	  ADDRESSED 
With this as a background, the Enterprise Social Network (ESN) as part of enterprise 
social media, is seen as a new strategy for firms to adopt the social aspect of business 
in order to support collaboration and innovation (Huang, Singh, & Anindya, 2011; Li, 
Webber, & Cifuentes, 2012). However, some firms view this step as more of a trend 
than a well-planned strategy (Li, Webber, & Cifuentes, 2012). Thus it is common that 
the firm implementing ESN does not have enough business case and justification in 
this decision. These ESN implementations also lack means for evaluating the 
performance of the enterprise social media in supporting the firm’s innovation, which 
is the most important determinant to stay competitive  (Crossan & Apaydin, 2010).  

Considering the above problem from the business side, it is necessary for firms that 
implement ESN to understand how their investment in this system impacts the firm’s 
innovation. However it is difficult to evaluate intangible firm performance (Ekvall, 
1996) such as innovation level, while also limiting the influence from one aspect only, 
e.g. the social networking through ESN. Thus an alternative method is required.  

One alternative, presented by Glynn (1996), stated that innovation is a result of 
collective intelligence that flourishes through social interaction and is affected by 
organizational climate. Under this assumption, instead of evaluating the impact of 
ESN implementation towards innovation directly, one could evaluate how ESN 
affects the influencing factors of innovation within firm, i.e. the innovation climate 
and social interaction.  

In relation to innovation climate, based on Ekvall’s research in 1996, there is no exact 
evaluation for organizational climate because of its multifaceted aspects. There are 
many varibles involved in an organizational climate, thus one of the common way to 
evaluate it is by assessing the presence of the characteristics that are significant for a 
specific climate. In the case of innovation, according to an EDUCAUSE report 
(EDUCAUSE, 2004), there are 9  significant characteristics for innovation climate: 
risk taking, rewards, empowering, objective measurement, feedback, turbulence, 
interdependence, decentralization, and cosmopolitan. Hence, by assessing how ESN 
affects the presense of these characteristics, one could understand the role of ESN 
towards the firm’s innovation climate. 

It is the same case with social interaction. There is no concrete evaluation method and 
no single universal measurement for social interaction within ESN (Li, Webber, & 
Cifuentes, 2012). One approach that can be used for this purpose is to analyze the 
social network graphs of the ESN and then relate it with its users’ activities and their 
innovativeness. Some researchers use Social Network Analysis (SNA), which utilizes 
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social network graphs along with its metrics to recognize the relationship between the 
social network and innovation. These researchers use different perspectives in their 
approach. Some of them focus on the social networks between firms in relation to 
innovation (e.g. Gulati, Lavie, & Madhavan, 2011; Hoffman, Stearns, & Shrader, 
1990; Ahuja & Katila, 2001, Ahuja, The Duality of Collaboration: Inducements and 
Opportunities in the Formation of Interfirm Linkages, 2000, Lavie, 2006), while other 
focus on the relationship between the social network structure and its impacts towards 
innovation (e.g. Ahuja G. , 2000;  Perry-Smith, 2006; Perry-Smith & Shalley, 2003, 
Burt, 2004;  Björk & Magnusson, 2009; Björk, Di Vincenzo, Magnusson, & Mascia, 
2011; Lowik, van Rossum, Kraaijenbrink, & Groen, 2012).  

Until recently, there had not been any research that utilized social network graphs 
within ESN aimed at understanding its impact towards the firm’s innovation. One 
reason might follow the fact that ESN is a new phenomenon. Thus it would be 
interesting to use this approach in assessing the influence presented by ESN in 
facilitating social interaction important for the innovation within firm.  

1.3 AIM	  AND	  RESEARCH	  QUESTION	  
Based on the problem from the business and research area addressed above, the aim 
of this thesis is to answer the question: 

How does ESN support the 9 innovation climate characteristics and facilitate social 
interaction in building social networks in a global company, in relation to the firm’s 
innovation? 

1.4 GOAL/	  OBJECTIVE	  	  
The objective of this thesis is to provide some practical description and examples on 
how ESN influences innovation in a global company through two aspects, i.e. the 
innovation climate and social interaction. This practical description emphasizes the 
support provided by ESN towards the innovation climate characteristics and also ESN 
role in facilitating social interaction in order to build professional social network in 
relation to innovation.  

1.5 PURPOSE	  	  
By fulfilling the objective of this thesis, firms could get valuable insights about the 
potential of ESN in supporting their innovation. The examples obtained through this 
research could serve as a reference for firms defining a strategy for their ESN 
implementation in order to better support the innovation within firm and remain 
competitive.	  

1.6 RESEARCH	  METHODOLOGY	  
Based on the formulation of the research problem, there is no predefined dependent or 
independent variables nor hypothesis to test. Instead, it is aimed to make the reader 
understand the social context of a certain phenomenon and also the process in which 
this phenomenon affects and is affected by the social context  (Walsham, 1995). For 
this reason, a qualitative research method will be used as the main methodology. This 
research requires deep analysis of human behavior and experience in a certain social 
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context, which can be done through a qualitative method where the main objective is 
“understanding” by presenting some terms with their meaning (Schwandt, 2001). This 
understanding of behavior could not be drawn from a quantitative research where the 
result is emphasized mainly towards an absolute objective answer through an analysis 
on a generalization of numerical data gathered during the research (Sibanda, 2009). 
The qualitative research methodology is considered suitable also because of the 
scientific approach of this research. It is an exploratory or bottom-up research where 
the author would come up with a new hypothesis or theory by analyzing the data, 
instead of confirmation or top down research as where quantitative research method is 
commonly used (Johnson & Christensen, 2008). In this research, the author would 
collect information, thoughts, and opinions from the ESN users’ experience and then 
elicit them based on observation and subjective interpretation to come up with social 
behavior understanding and explanation.  

In this qualitative research, the focus is to describe the relationship between 
innovation within firm and ESN through the support it provides towards innovation 
climate characteristics and social interaction in order to build social network within 
ESN. A proper ground is needed in order to reach a relevant result that is accountable 
in general, thus this thesis is started with literature review to get sufficient 
understanding of the context and background in the research area. This step is 
followed by some thorough investigations toward highly relevant people in a specific 
case that is used in this research. The case used is Ericsson’s ESN called MyNET. 
This case is chosen because it represents relevant context needed in this research, i.e. 
that Ericsson is a global company and they are interested in understanding how 
MyNET affects the innovation in the firm.  

In this research, the ideal people for the investigation are those who are 
knowledgeable or experienced in innovation and have gained some benefit from 
MyNET. They are the people who could share their experiences to reveal the answer 
of the research question. However, the data available was not sufficient to identify 
who these people are. Thus they were chosen through several selection methods, 
which will be elaborated further below. 

The first selection method is a quantitative survey with two purposes. The first one is 
to ensure that there is a relationship between MyNET implementation and innovation, 
as an evidence of Glynn research (1996). The second purpose is to get the relevant 
candidate for further investigation. These candidates are MyNET users who have 
experienced benefits from MyNET in relation to innovation. This precondition is 
needed because it is impossible to describe the relationship between MyNET and 
innovation from people who does not experience this relationship.  

A survey approach is chosen for these purposes because it could provide answers by 
describing quantitatively specific aspects of a population through collecting subjective 
data to be generalized back to the population (Glasow, 2005). Since the problem is 
behavioral cause and effect, an experiment is not considered suitable because it would 
require extensive manipulation of a variable while keeping all other variables constant 
which is impossible to be implemented in this case (Glasow, 2005).  

To further select the relevant candidates for the investigation, the survey result is 
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complemented with each candidate’s social network graph. This graph is used as an 
additional input as it could provide important data regarding the candidate’s social 
connections within ESN. These social connections indicate information regarding the 
candidates’ social interaction within ESN, which will be clarified during further 
investigation. 

The main investigation itself was conducted through a qualitative interview. This 
method is used because it could provide in-depth information regarding the 
interviewee’s experiences and perspective of this particular topic  (Turner, 2010). 
This method is considered more suitable than other method such as observation 
because it is not possible to observe something intangible, i.e. someone’s 
innovativeness and also benefit from a tool (Turner, 2010). 

However, as a consequence of using a case in a multinational company, there are 
some ethical issues involved in the whole research process and its documentation. In 
most cases, the data needed to analyze the influence of ESN towards the company’s 
innovation is considered sensitive information for Ericsson. Although both Ericsson 
and the author want to get the most reliable result, this limitation affected how the 
data was utilized in the research and presented throughout this thesis report. This 
ethical issue imposes also limitations on the application of the research method, which 
will be discussed further in chapter 3.  

The research design presenting the flow of the phases implemented in this research is 
illustrated in the chart 1 below. Further elaboration of the research design is presented 
in chapter 3. 

 

	  

Chart 1 Research methodology 
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1.7 LIMITATION	  
The main limitation of this research is the availability of data. In order to draw a 
conclusion about the relationship of the performance of a system with an organization 
performance, measurable results from both parts are needed. However as explained in 
section 1.2, because of the complexity of Enterprise Social Network (ESN) 
performance result and also the intangibility of innovation performance, an alternative 
assessment for both aspects is formulated and the necessary data were gathered 
through a survey, social network graph generation, and interview in Ericsson. 
Furthermore, due to some ethical issues regarding confidentiality and integrity 
constraint from Ericsson, only some generalized data from this research can be 
presented in this thesis report. 

Another limitation of this thesis is the nature of the research itself. This research 
applies qualitative methodology and has organizational behavior as field of science, 
thus the result would highly depend on the data gathered in this specific case and may 
not be universally applied. 

1.8 DISPOSITION	  
This thesis consists of seven chapters with the following disposition: 

• Chapter 1 is the introduction, contains a background, the problem to be 
addressed, goal and purpose, methodology, and also limitations that apply in 
this thesis. 

• Chapter 2 is the extended background. This chapter contains the underlying 
theory about ESN, innovation climate within firm, intra-firm social network, 
along with some research around these areas. This information will be used in 
the other parts of this document. 

• Chapter 3 contains the methodology used in this thesis; the application and 
limitation of the chosen methodology in chapter 1 is elaborated on. However 
in order to ease the understanding of the whole document, the data collection 
method is discussed separately in 3 different chapters, i.e. chapter 4, 5, and 6. 

• Chapter 4 contains the survey methodology, result, and analysis. 

• Chapter 5 presents the methodology, result, and analysis of the social network 
graph analysis. 

• Chapter 6 contains the methodology, result analysis, and discussion of the 
interview as the main data collection method in order to get the answer for the 
research question.  

• Chapter 7 presents the conclusion answering the research question, fulfilling 
the aim, and also highlight of the future research. 
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PART	  II EXTENDED	  BACKGROUND	  
 

Ericsson, the global telecom company where this research was carried out, initiated a 
research in the social media analytics area. The research idea was then executed in 
two separate theses; the first one is Role of Enterprise Social Networks in 
Overcoming Obstacles Related to Silos by Pavel Sokolov and the second one is this 
thesis. While this thesis is aimed at assessing the relationship between organizational 
climate, social interaction, and innovation in Ericsson, Sokolov’s (2013) aim is to 
understand the impact of ESN in reducing the detrimental effects of the silos within 
the same company. The data input for this research is gathered from Sokolov (2013), 
which is still in the writing process when this report is published. Thus although 
Sokolov (2013) is referred in some part of this thesis, especially in the data 
preparation process, the report will actually be published later on in 2013.   

2.1 ENTERPRISE	  SOCIAL	  NETWORKING	  (ESN)	  AND	  MyNET	  
As this thesis is done in the context of social network and social interaction within 
ESN, it is necessary to understand what ESN, its purpose, and its functions are. It is 
also necessary to understand further regarding Ericsson’s ESN, MyNET, to find out 
what social networking activities that are supported by this system.  

In firms, employees are siloed from each other either by hierarchy, department, or 
region. This is where firms perceived ESN as an alternative solution, which takes the 
best elements of public social networks and adopt them to cater the firm’s need. Thus 
ESN is defined as “a set of technologies that creates business value by connecting the 
members of an organization through profiles, updates, and notifications”  (Li, 
Webber, & Cifuentes, 2012). To have better picture of ESN, table 1 presents the 
differences of public social network with enterprise social network, taken from 
Altimeter research  (Li, Webber, & Cifuentes, 2012):  

Table 1 Differences between public social network and enterprise social network  (Li, Webber, & 

Cifuentes, 2012) 

 Public Social Network Enterprise Social Network 

People Profile Who you are, where you went to 
school, interest. 

Similar to public networks, but also 
lists work-related associations and 
expertise (teams, projects, skills). 

Updates and 
Activity Streams 

Created by the person. Can also 
include chats, video, group 
messaging, and event planning 

Similar, created by people interacting 
with each other as well as business 
objects and enterprise systems 

Notifications People can completely control from 
whom they get updates. 

Some updates may be required 
because of work associations, updates 
from the CEO. 

Relationships 
Two-way relationships, as well as 
one-way follow/subscribe, always 
controlled by the person. 

Similar, but relationships may be 
predetermined because of work 
associations (departments, team, 
project, and location). 
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Permissions and 
Privacy 

The nature of relationships dictate 
permissions, so greater care must be 
taken to make sure that private 
information stays within the right 
circles. 

Employees understand that all 
updates can be seen by their 
employer; hence privacy becomes 
less of an issue. Permissions become 
a greater concern in terms of who has 
permission to see what information. 

 

In general, the firm has some goals in implementing ESN. Based on Altimeter 
research, the top five goals of ESN implementations are knowledge sharing, cross-
department collaboration, easy access of information for employees, virtual 
watercooler facilitation, and expert identification around the company (Li, Webber, & 
Cifuentes, 2012), which are aligned with the aim of MyNET adoption by Ericsson as 
mentioned in their latest collaboration strategy.  

MyNET was launched in November 2010. The aim was to reach Ericsson vision “The 
big company made small” through networked society. MyNET enables networking, 
collaboration, and knowledge sharing in order to break the silos, reaching speed and 
simplicity to improve productivity within Ericsson. 

For an international company like Ericsson, searching the right person in the company 
regardless of their physical location has never been more important than ever.  
MyNET allows the users to circumvent the organizational hierarchies and connects 
with other employees with similar interest and complementary skills, which leads to 
collaboration and knowledge sharing within the organization. ESN provides a way for 
employees to collaborate through their social network, realizing intra-firm network 
interaction providing mutual value for both employees and the firm (Hogg, 2010).   

Same case with other ESN, MyNET has some features such as users profile, 
notifications, relationship, etc. Employees begin with creating their personal profile to 
state who they are and what they know. The users can then connect with their 
colleagues, start building their network and extend their knowledge base.  The next 
level of activity is active participation through joining groups, communities, and 
discussions. This could also be complemented with posting questions, links, files, etc. 
Figure 1 below shows these functionalities in MyNET. 
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In general social networking media, the users can use the functionalities being 
supported to start engaging or interacting in the social network. Based on the research 
by Altimeter Group, there are five levels of social engagement as shown in figure 2 
below  (Li, 2011). 

	  
Figure 2 Social engagement pyramid  (Li, Creating A Coherent Social Media Strategy, 2011) 

The lowest level, watching, which is done by lurkers, includes watching videos, read 
shares, blog post, or community discussion. Sharing includes sharing links, photos, 
videos, updates, documents, and other information. The third level contribution, 
commenting includes commenting on blogs, write review, rate product, participate in 

Figure 1 MyNET and its functionality 
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community forum, and replying to updates. Producing includes writing blogs, create 
contents or videos, and sharing for an audience. At the top of engagement pyramid is 
curating, includes being a moderator for a wiki, fan page, or community forum  (Li, 
Creating A Coherent Social Media Strategy, 2011). 

These engagement levels forms a pyramid, reflecting the 1-9-90 schemes in power 
law. In this phenomenon, 1% of the users contribute to the user-generated-content 
(curating and producing), 9% engage with the content (commenting and sharing), 
and 90% read the content (watching)  (Australian Direct Marketing Association, 
2011;  Nielsen, 2006). Based on this scheme, social networking retention is relies on 
the 1% to generate content in order to maintain the 99% engagement. This 
phenomenon is common in any online community with different perceptions 
depending on business value  (Law, 2011). In this thesis, it would be interesting to 
investigate if this phenomenon also exists within MyNET.  

2.2 ORGANIZATIONAL	  INNOVATION	  CLIMATE	  
In this research, innovation is perceived as a bottom up approach where supportive 
climate for social interaction leading to collective intelligence is required (Crossan & 
Apaydin, 2010, Glynn, 1996). Individual creativity and intelligence as the preceding 
of organizational innovation need enabling conditions to grow. EDUCAUSE report 
mentioned 9 characteristics of innovation supportive climate that exist within the 
organizational context  (EDUCAUSE, 2004), as listed below.  

1. Risk taking 

It means that employees are challenged and rewarded for coming up with novel ways 
of doing things and are encouraged learning from mistakes (EDUCAUSE, 2004). The 
novelty of challenging problems would induce employees’ creativity to come up with 
ideas. This characteristic is an impact of an open discussion environment where 
knowledge, experience, and opinion is openly shared and communicated. With open 
discussion and active participation, there is no fear from the employees in sharing 
their opinions and expressing their ideas. 

2. Rewards 

It means that employees receive tangible and intangible rewards for coming up with 
or trying out new ideas.  

3. Empowering 

Employees are trusted. They are encouraged to learn and take part regularly in 
educational events on and off the job.  

4. Objective measurements 

Employees have valid and objectively defined standards that measure their work 
(EDUCAUSE, 2004). In the area of performance measurement, it is necessary for 
employees to be aware of the standards so they could adapt their performance 
accordingly.  
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5. Feedback 

It means that the organization has well-established communication with people inside 
and outside the organization.  

6. Turbulence 

This means that organizations are flexible enough to respond to problems, which is 
crucial for firms who promote innovation. Firms need to have less inertia on its 
current operation and products. Turbulence is important to overcome the 
organization’s resistance to change  (Glynn, 1996). As mentioned earlier, a novel 
situation triggers innovation. Firms who respond quickly to this trigger would 
innovate faster.  

7. Interdependence 

It means that organization has its own regulation to check, balance, and control the 
situation in the organization; where these controls do not interfere with a seamless 
flow of work.  

8. Decentralization 

It means that there is little difference in social status between managers and 
employees.  

9. Cosmopolitan  

In making decisions, managers focus on the big picture of client needs. They 
encourage the influx of new ideas by analyzing feedback and learning organizations 
best practices (EDUCAUSE, 2004).  

These 9 characteristics need to exist within a firm’s organizational climate in order to 
nurture innovation. In this thesis, ESN support in supporting these characteristics in 
global company setting will be explained.  

2.3 THE	  ROLE	  OF	  PROFESSIONAL	  SOCIAL	  NETWORK	  IN	  FACILITATING	  
SOCIAL	  INTERACTION	  TO	  LEVERAGE	  SOCIAL	  CAPITAL	  	  

Based on Crossan and Apaydin research in 2010, innovation is defined as “the 
production or adoption, assimilation, and exploitation of a value-added novelty in 
economic and social spheres; renewal and enlargement of products, services, and 
markets; development of new methods of production; and establishment of new 
management systems. It is both a process and an outcome”  (Crossan & Apaydin, 
2010). While for Ericsson, innovation is defined in a more empirical way as “taking a 
bright idea, an invention or a critical insight, and creating real value out of it and 
making it succeed”. 

The innovation that is referred to in this research can be specified further in two 
perspectives. From the process perspective, innovation is seen in the firm level, 
bottom-up directed, network locus located, both driven by resources and market 
opportunity, also from both invention and adoption source. From the outcome 
perspective, innovation includes all magnitudes (incremental and radical) and in all 
forms (product, service, process, business model). 
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The bottom-up approached innovation, which is taken as the main perspective of 
innovation in this thesis, highlights that the greatest asset any firm has is its people, 
along with their intelligence. According to the contextualist, intelligence is 
multifaceted; there are multiple intelligences, which might not exist in a single actor 
but across a spectrum of actors  (Glynn, 1996). Thus conceptualizing a firm as “a 
network of inter-subjectively shared meanings that are sustained through the 
development and use of a common language and everyday social interaction” (Walsh 
& Ungson, 1991 in Glynn, 1996) means defining a firm as a network of intelligent 
actors interacting socially and emanating the collective intelligence needed for 
innovation. Innovation starts with ideas. Great ideas for innovation often come from 
the right network of people bringing different perspective and thoughts together, 
leading to unexpected opportunity and resulting in social capital (Tsai & Ghoshal, 
1998). The next section presents some research results showing the relationship of 
social capital and innovation. These results are then used as a reference in assessing 
similar feature within professional social networks in MyNET. 

2.3.1 Social	  Capital	  and	  Innovation	  
Initially, social capital was used to refer to the relation between resources, constituted 
in personal ties, which is useful in individual’s development in the community of 
social organization (e.g. Jacobs, 1961 and Loury, 1977 in Tsai & Ghoshal, 1998). 
While according to Bourdieu (Bourdieu, 1977), social capital is “a person’s position 
and what a person can access from this position through social relation”  (Björk J. C., 
2011), which means that a certain position in the social relation is an asset by itself 
(Burt, 2001). In a more concrete way, social capital is “the sum of the actual and 
potential resources embedded within, available through, and derived from the network 
of relationship possessed by an individual or social unit”  (Nahapiet & Ghoshal, 1998 
in Björk J. C., 2011). Thus social capital can be seen as one contributor in improving 
the firm’s ability to create value in the form of innovations  (Tsai & Ghoshal, 1998).  

Having this said, social capital highlights the importance of ‘who you know’ as it will 
affect ‘what you know’, i.e. the knowledge/information. Knowledge itself is an 
important component without which innovation could not be performed  (Lowik, van 
Rossum, Kraaijenbrink, & Groen, 2012).  Knowledge is transferred between 
individuals through interaction within their social relationship  (Kanter, 1988 in Björk 
J. C., 2011). These relationships and also the interaction between firm’s employees 
form a social structure, which is depicted in the social network graph structure. 

2.3.2 Innovation,	  Social	  capital,	  and	  Social	  Structure	  	  
Bottom-up approached innovation starts with a perceived problem area inducing a 
spark of thought. This thought would then emanate into an idea that is developed 
further into a more mature idea and implemented in the organizational context to 
deliver value (Glynn, 1996). In the context of this thesis, based on Glynn, the whole 
innovation process can be broken down into two main phases following the two-stage 
model. The first one is the initiation stage, which consist of “all activities pertaining 
to problem perception, information gathering, attitude formation and evaluation, and 
resource attainment leading to the decision to adapt”, and the second one is the 
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implementation stage, which consist of “all events and actions pertaining to 
modifications in both an innovation and an organization, initial utilization, and 
continued use of the innovation when it becomes a routine feature of the 
organization” (Damanpour, 1991:562).  

In this two-stage model, each stage is associated with a series of tasks that require a 
particular set of roles, skills, or intellect. As different individuals have different sets of 
skills and intellect, each of them associated to different stages of these processes 
(Glynn, 1996). In the initiation stage where a new idea really embarks (Glynn, 1996), 
the actor is the innovator; they are the idea generators who initiate the idea. They are 
non-conformers and usually disregard or violate the existing organizational rules and 
norms (Kirton, 1976). These people usually have expertise in a limited number of 
fields, tend to enjoy conceptualizing ideas, and also see new and different ways of 
doing things (Kirton, 1976). The knowledge or expertise needed in this stage concerns 
task specific domain area, which is crucial in solving problems correspondingly 
(Glynn, 1996). This knowledge is usually gained through years of exploration and 
experience where cognitive sensitivity and flexibility to combine and recombine 
existing and new knowledge is needed.  

While in the implementation stage, the main actor is the innovator champion or 
adaptor (Kirton, 1976). They are “bureaucratic savvy who use it to navigate ideas 
through the organization’s formal and informal ‘corporate immune’ system” (Pinchot, 
1985), where resistance is commonly found. Innovators champions usually have wide 
range of interest that are more applied, they like to communicate and interact with 
others to sell or execute ideas (Glynn, 1996). In implementation stage, where an 
influence toward the acceptance of a new idea and diffusion of change happen, 
knowledge about the firms’ formal and informal power structure is required (Glynn, 
1996). Knowledge about organizational context and interpersonal skills is crucial. 
Individual capability to combine the knowledge from their wide interest, while at the 
same time build network and access to many sources is necessary. Here, the 
expression ‘its not what you know, but who you know’ manifested itself even more 
(Perry-Smith, 2006). With these differences, each innovation stage would better be 
supported by a certain social network structure, which has been researched earlier by 
Burt  (Burt, 1992) and Obstfeld  (Obstfeld, 2005).  

The analysis of how social structure impacts innovation has been researched for years 
(see e.g. Björk J. C., 2011;  Ahuja, 2000; Lowik, van Rossum, Kraaijenbrink, & 
Groen, 2012) by utilizing Social Network Analysis (SNA). Social Network Analysis 
is a technique that focuses in identifying and comparing the relationship within and 
between individuals or groups to model the interaction by utilizing social network 
graph (Kadushin, 2004). Like networks in general, the social network graph consists 
of two main components: nodes (also called vertices) and edges (also called ties). The 
nodes represent the individual, and the edges, lines that point from one node to 
another, represent the connections (Hansen, Shneiderman, & Smith, 2011).  

SNA-based research has however yielded different results, which does not actually 
indicate that they are against each other; they rather imply a contextual case, e.g. the 
differences on the case at hand, which are normal in behavioral related research. 
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Mainly taken from Björk  (Björk J. C., 2011), some researches discussing the 
theoretical arguments related to benefits of different network structures are presented 
in this thesis as base of reference in the analysis.  

The first theory is about the benefit of open network structures, weak ties, and 
brokerage over structural holes as an opportunity in leveraging vast sources of 
knowledge and information contributing to innovative idea  (Björk J. C., 2011). In 
Granovetter (1973), the strength of weak ties in supporting the flow of information 
and ideas is discussed  (Granovetter, 1973). This concept came from the idea that 
socially distant sources hold different information and knowledge compare than 
sources tightly related to a certain person. Thus having this kind of sources resulted in 
more knowledge, which creates wider perspective of the problem at hand. Bridging a 
structural hole in the network represented by weak ties, created through non-
redundant connection, correspond to bridging a gap in the network  (Burt R. , 1992). 
Gaining information or knowledge from individuals from different sides of structural 
holes means getting access to different flows of information, enriching the broker 
individual knowledge  (Hargadon & Sutton, 1997). Based on Burt (2004), this link 
can also increase the power and control of the broker in utilizing their position in the 
network  (Burt R. , 2004). 

On the other hand, dense network structures as the second theory have been perceived 
as being supportive for innovation development and implementation (Björk J. C., 
2011). Based on Coleman (1988), high level of trust, shared identity and norms 
characterize a very dense network, facilitating the flow of information, knowledge 
sharing, and collaboration  (Coleman, 1988). These processes benefit innovation 
activities by providing necessary resources  (Hansen, Nohria, & Tierney, 1999), 
which can flow freely within the network, enhancing the whole process.  

Based on the above discussion, social capital, represented by individual’s position in 
the social network structure, corresponds to different potential for value creation 
towards innovation. While brokering or bridging structural holes creates more value 
in innovative idea, the tighter/denser network structure provides better support to 
implement or realize the innovative idea  (Burt R. S., 2001). However, this is not 
always the case. In other research, Ahuja mentioned that weak ties could bring 
negative effect in innovation, without specifying in which process of innovation 
(Ahuja, 2000). On the other hand, Perry-Smith concluded in his research that being in 
the dense network with high-degree centrality does not affect the production of 
innovative ideas  (Perry-Smith J. , 2006). Last but not least, Bjork (2009) stated that 
in the individual network, the more connectivity one has, the higher the idea quality. 
However, this does not apply in the group network, where dense network only 
improve the idea quality up to certain limit  (Björk & Magnusson, 2009). 

Though different researches have different conclusions (Björk J. C., 2011; Perry-
Smith, 2006; Hansen, Nohria, & Tierney, 1999), there are some primary points that 
can be used as guidance in this thesis. Brokerage is beneficial for obtaining diverse 
input of information inducing creative innovative ideas. However “networks that 
contain many brokers are vulnerable to have disruption of information flows by 
power plays or key individuals leaving”  (Obstfeld, 2005). On the other hand, dense 
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network could possibly facilitate both stages of innovation, the initiation and also the 
implementation, as tight network flow would be good in diffusing information and 
knowledge necessary for both stages. These research results serve as a guide in 
analyzing further the social structure, which is represented in this research by 
individual or egocentric social network graphs in MyNET, and how these structures 
influence the innovation within Ericsson.  

Individual or egocentric social network graph is one of the social network types that 
are classified based on an individual network member’s, who’s referred to as the ego, 
point of view (Hansen, Shneiderman, & Smith, 2011). This egocentric network graph 
includes only those individuals who are connected to the specific ego as the center. 
Egocentric network graph can have several levels or number of degrees from the ego. 
The egocentric network graph used in this research is the 1.5-degree ego network. 
This network contains the ego and their connections, which are represented by the 
nodes, and the ties between these nodes, which are represented by the edges (Hansen, 
Shneiderman, & Smith, 2011). These social network graphs would be analyzed to 
investigate on how the network structure influences the innovation within Ericsson. 
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PART	  III APPLICATION	  OF	  THE	  METHOD	  
	  

3.1 DESIGN	  OF	  RESEARCH	  METHOD	  
As mentioned in section I.6 the main methodology for this thesis is qualitative 
research method where the research is carried out in Ericsson. Ericsson is a global 
telecom company with more than 100.000 employees worldwide, which has adopted 
MyNET as their ESN since November 2010.   

The research methodology applied consists of 3 phases as shown in the chart 1 in 
section 1.6, and presented again below. Each of these phases is elaborated on further 
in section 3.2, 3.3, and 3.4. 

 

	  

Chart 2 Research methodology 

3.2 DEFINE	  AND	  DESIGN	  PHASE	  
In this phase, literature review was done to define and limit the problem area of thesis 
research leading to research question. The literature review started by collecting 
references in the form of reports, papers, or other reliable sources regarding 
innovation, social networking, and ESN. One topic to review is innovation, its 
definition, scope, limitation, types, and magnitudes. Sources regarding ESN, the 
definition, scope, goal, and some implementation examples were also gathered. Other 
important subjects are social networking, the activities and also the social network 
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itself, including social network graph and Social Network Analysis (SNA). In order to 
get proper ground of the study area, this step was directed to the intersection between 
social networking and innovation, especially on how they relate to each other both in 
a general and in an organizational context. Some cross-analysis on these academic 
references with Ericsson’s practical implementation were done to get a more suitable 
baseline.	   

The main database sources used were ACM, Science Direct, JStor, and IEEE Xplore 
because of their relevance for the nature of the concept and field of science of this 
research. Some management journals, organizational researches, and recent reports 
along with case studies such as Administrative Science Quarterly, Strategic 
Management Journal, American Journal of Sociology, Journal of Applied 
Psychology, and research of organizational behavior were taken into account when 
describing intra-firm social networking and organizational innovation. The gathered 
knowledge includes past researches that have been done in the area, their methods, 
data collections, perspective of analysis, and conclusions, and also identification of 
relationship between the theory and practice. This information helped define the main 
research question for the thesis. Upon this question, the conceptual research design 
was defined.   

3.3 	  DATA	  COLLECTION	  PHASE	  
As mentioned in section 1.6, the conceptual research design resulted in three data 
collection methods, i.e. the survey, social network graph, and interview. The design 
and application of each of these three data collection methods, along with the result 
and analysis is presented as three different chapters, chapter 3, 4, and 5. Ericsson 
global, as the sponsor and the initiator of this study, reassured the author that there 
was no restriction whatsoever on the result that could be derived, thus this issue 
would not limit or hinder the author’s way of working. 

3.4 ANALYSIS	  AND	  CONCLUSION	  
Based on the data gathered, new patterns and relationships description between 
MyNET and the innovation within Ericsson were drawn. Although the exact data and 
analysis is confidential for Ericsson and could not be revealed in this thesis report, 
this data has been checked and evaluated internally by the supervisor and 
commissioners within Ericsson. Ericsson, together with the supervising professor at 
the department of Computer and System Sciences at KTH/SU, have also agreed and 
confirmed the conclusion in this thesis and thus the requirements for handling 
confidential data is compensated by a verification of quality of collected data by 
trusted persons. 

3.5 METHODOLOGY	  LIMITATION	  
The main limitation in this research is the unavailability of actual data regarding the 
users innovativeness and also their social engagement in MyNET. To address this 
limitation, self reported data is used for both variables through a survey. However, 
this alternative provides uncertainty on the validity and reliability of the data used in 
the analysis. To minimize this issue, the questions are formalized as clear as possible 
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for avoiding the possibility of bias on both the respondents’ and the author’s 
interpretation. This is done by having the questions reviewed and evaluated by an 
experienced consultant from Accenture and innovation experts from Ericsson. Even 
though the questions have been formalized in a certain way to avoid subjectivity, 
unrealistic data might still actually be involved in the analysis.  

Another limitation is related with the company’s ethical workplace policy. Due to this 
policy, it is not allowed to use any of the employee data history about their activity 
within MyNET without their permission. An alternative approach was needed for 
getting relevant interviewees without breaking this policy.  

Furthermore, the qualitative methodology used in this thesis permits the author to 
define the interview questions and decide the analysis method towards the textual 
responses.  The results of this method could be considered as subjective and affect the 
results’ reproducibility and reliability. However, as mentioned in Brash (2005), this 
subjectivity does not “lead to knowledge that is less true or less valuable than the 
knowledge said to be obtained by an ’objective’ approach.”  
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PART	  IV SURVEY	  	  
 

This chapter contains the methodology application, result, and analysis of the survey 
done in this research. As mentioned in section 1.6, the survey is aimed in getting a 
confirmation on the influence of MyNET towards Ericsson’s innovation climate, and 
also to get some interview candidates. This confirmation provides justification that 
the research has been done in a relevant context and also provides some guiding 
questions for the interview. 

4.1 APPLICATION	  OF	  THE	  METHODOLOGY	  

4.1.1 Survey	  Respondent	  
As the aim of this thesis is to investigate and describe how MyNET affects innovation 
within Ericsson, only people who have experienced this effect were taken into 
account. However there is no data that could provide explicit information on this 
issue. Hence, those MyNET users who have high activity frequency or are interested 
in innovation by joining innovation community in MyNET, are considered to be 
relevant as the initial population. Thus the survey respondents consist of two groups. 
The first group is top 2000 individual active users based on user activity rating from 
MyNET’s database. The second group comprises the innovation community members 
in MyNET. This community contains 1800 members when the research was 
conducted. 

During this step, an ethical issue related to Ericsson Germany’s policy regarding 
company’s survey limited the respondent list for this research. Based on this policy, 
all surveys addressed to their employees need to be reviewed and approved by their 
HR department, which takes up to 6 weeks time. As it would be prohibitive for this 
research’s time constraints, Ericsson’s stakeholder and the author decided that all 
employees working for Ericsson Germany would be taken out from the respondents 
list. As it is possible that a respondent belongs to both of the aforementioned groups, 
after eliminating Ericsson Germany’s employees and overlapping names from these 
groups, a final number of 3170 survey sample respondents were collected, that is 
1669 from the first group plus 1501 from the second group. 

4.1.2 Survey	  Design	  
The survey investigated the general relationship pattern between networking activities 
in MyNET and innovativeness. It also assessed the support MyNET provides towards 
innovation climate based on the users’ experience. The survey consists of 3 main 
sections with 4-likert scales questions.  

1. First section  

• Assessing the respondent’s innovativeness 

• To avoid subjective responses, the 6 questions in this section were designed to 
measure practical innovativeness of the employee during their work in 
Ericsson. 
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• Conforming to the confidentiality data policy from Ericsson, it is not possible 
for the author to list down the exact questions in this report. However these 
questions cover the aspects below:  

• Question 1. Idea generation, development, and implementation 
• Question 2. Creativity for improvement 
• Question 3. New trend and opportunity  
• Question 4. Innovation processes 
• Question 5. Knowledge sharing 
• Question 6. Action towards ideas 

• These questions were based on several self-reported innovativeness 
measurements used internally, and were approved by innovation experts 
within Ericsson. 

2. Second section 

• Assessing the respondents’ social engagement level in MyNET, through the 
questions below: 

Please rate your activities in MyNET based on this classification (1 as strongly 
disagree and 4 as strongly agree): 

• Question 7. Watching includes watching videos, reading shared contents, 
blog posts, or community discussions.   

• Question 8. Sharing includes sharing links, photos, videos, updates, 
documents, and other information. 

• Question 9. Contribution, commenting includes commenting on blogs, 
writing reviews, rating products, participating in community forums, and 
replying to updates. 

• Question 10. Producing includes writing blogs, creating contents or 
videos, and sharing for an audience. 

• Question 11. Curating involves being a moderator for a wiki, fan page, or 
community forum. 

• The first and second question sections present the relationship of the 
respondents’ social engagements through MyNET and their innovativeness, 
which serve as an initial finding and is then further confirmed and explained 
during the interviews.  

3. Third section  

• Assessing MyNET support towards Ericsson’s innovation supportive climate 
through MyNET implementation goals through the question below: 
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Based on your experience, please rate the importance of these 5 MyNET 
implementation goals toward innovation supportive climate in Ericsson (1 as 
not important and 4 as very important): 

• Question 12. Easy access of information for employees 
• Question 13. Expert identification in the company 
• Question 14. Cross-department and cross-region collaboration 
• Question 15. Formation of virtual watercooler / virtual coffee machine and 

virtual informal teams creating flatter organization 
• Question 16. Knowledge sharing atmosphere – open, trusted, and active 

participation 
• The third section serves as a guiding conclusion regarding whether there is or 

not any influence presented by MyNET implementation towards innovation 
supportive climate in Ericsson. It represents objective evidence that this 
research is addressing the right population and its connection to the case. This 
connection between MyNET implementation and innovation supportive 
climate within Ericsson will be assessed further through qualitative interviews.  

In order to enable further classification of the result data for Ericsson analysis, the 
survey begins with a demographic data section where the respondents are required to 
indicate their age-range, length of employment, geographical location, and 
organizational unit they belong to.  

The interview, which will be discussed further in chapter 6, uses the respondents’ 
responses in the survey and their individual social network graph as inputs. However, 
due to workplace ethical considerations regarding integrity issues in Ericsson, an 
agreement from the interviewees is required in order to be able to generate their 
individual network graph in MyNET. Thus in this survey, there is a section where the 
respondents could state their agreement or disagreement about their participation for 
further study through generating their individual MyNET social network graph and 
conducting a 30 minutes interview.  

4.2 RESULT	  AND	  ANALYSIS	  
The survey has a total of 672 respondents out of 3170 survey invitations sent, with 
90.2 % or 606 of these respondents completing the survey. Employees with different 
age-range, length of employment, location, and organizational unit participated in the 
survey. The questions and their answers are related to internal Ericsson’s 
organizational structure and classification, and as these demographic results are 
utilized limitedly for internal Ericsson analysis, they are not presented in this thesis.  
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The survey results were transformed into numerical number according to the 
following format to enable better analysis and comparison: 

Level of agreement                             Value 

Strongly agree / Often    4 

Agree / Sometimes    3 

Disagree / Seldom    2 

Strongly disagree / Never   1 

No answers     -  

The detailed result cannot be presented in this report because of the data utilization 
limitation from Ericsson, however some data classifications were done to analyze if 
there is any relationship between individual innovativeness and their social 
engagement in MyNET. This relationship is represented by patterns depicted in the 
charts generated from the survey result as shown in chart 3 and 4 below. In these 
charts, x-axis shows the question number and the y-axis shows the average value from 
the corresponding question in the survey.  

In chart 3, the results are classified based on the respondents’ innovativeness (results 
from the first section) related to their social engagement in MyNET (results from the 
second section). This individual innovativeness answers are classified based on the 
rule below: 

Level of agreement      Classification 

Strongly agree for all questions  : Highly innovative 

Agree / strongly agree for all questions : Innovative  

Disagree/ strongly disagree for all questions : Less innovative 
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Chart 3 The respondents’ social engagement (question 7-11) classified based on their 

innovativeness (question 1-6)  

The chart above shows a pattern where the people with high innovativeness have 
higher social engagement in MyNET, and people with less innovativeness have lower 
social engagement in MyNET. These patterns imply that the more innovative the 
individual is the higher the social engagement level he/she has. From this data 
representation perspective, the individual innovativeness affects positively their social 
engagement in MyNET.  

Chart 4 below shows the result from the opposite perspective. Here the respondents’ 
innovativeness is observed in relation to their social engagement in MyNET. In this 
chart, the results are classified based on the respondents’ social engagement in 
MyNET, i.e. their answer on the second section, and then related to their individual 
innovativeness (first section). The social engagement in MyNET answers are 
classified based on the rule below: 

Level of agreement      Classification 

Sometimes/ often for all questions  : high social engagement 

Never/ seldom for all questions  : low social engagement 
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Chart 4 The respondents’ innovativeness (question 1-6) classified based on their social 

engagement (question 7-11) 

Chart 4 shows similar patterns with the one in chart 3 but from a different perspective. 
Here the individual with high engagement level has higher innovativeness, and so on. 
From this data representation perspective, the individual social engagement in 
MyNET affects positively their innovativeness.  

Until this point, it is evidence that there is a relationship between individual 
innovativeness and their social engagement in MyNET observed from the pattern in 
the charts presented above. However, how these two aspects actually relate to each 
other in practice is still unknown. It is also observable in charts 3 and 4 that the social 
engagement pyramid phenomenon, which is common in public social networking 
(section 2.1), appears also in enterprise social network. Understanding what kind of 
impact it does to innovation would be interesting. Thus these two points would be 
explored further during the interview step. 

The third section in the survey assessed the alignment between MyNET 
implementation goals and innovation supportive climate in Ericsson. The 
respondents’ answers were transformed based on the following rule: 

Level of agreement                             Value 

Very important    4 

Important     3 

Fairly important    2 

Not important      1 

No answers     -  

Chart 5 below shows the result of the average value for these questions. Knowledge 
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sharing atmosphere score the highest, followed by easy access of information and 
then cross-department and cross-region collaboration. The other two goals, expert 
identification and virtual watercooler, are important for Ericsson’s innovation 
supportive climate but in less degree. This result presents a confirmation of the 
relationship of MyNET and innovation supportive climate. Having this hypothesis, 
the author investigated further on how actually MyNET supports the innovation 
climate in practice, based on the interviewees’ experience.  

	  

Chart 5 The average respondents’ opinion regarding 5 MyNET targeted goals   

To summarize, the result from all 606-survey respondents above provided guiding 
conclusions, which can help in directing the questions for the interview. The first and 
the second question section in the survey results indicate that there is a relationship 
between individual innovativeness and their social engagement within MyNET. In the 
interview, the author tried to investigate further how this relationship manifested in 
practical. The third section results indicate that MyNET implementation has some 
effects towards innovation climate, which would be investigated further through the 
interviews.  
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PART	  V SOCIAL	  NETWORK	  GRAPH	  
 

There are 201 of the survey respondents agreed to participate further in the research 
through the generation of their individual social network graph and a 30 minutes 
interview. By getting these agreements, the author gained the authorization to access 
the respondents’ social networking activities data within MyNET to generate their 
social network graph. The social network graph is used in this research because it 
reflects the social structure and network position of the interviewee as a consequence 
of their professional networking activities in MyNET, which affect their 
innovativeness in theory.  This relationship will be explored further during the 
interview part of the research.  

5.1 APPLICATION	  OF	  THE	  METHODOLOGY	  
The initial input for the individual social network graph generation is the database 
containing detailed information about each MyNET user and their activities within 
MyNET. The snapshot of the database has a cut off date of 9th March 2012. These 
data were then filtered to take into account only those active users of the system with 
the logics below:	  

• MyNET users who have made any activity (including blog comment, blog post, 
link, microblogging, picture activities) within the period of 3 months (9th 
December 2011 to 9th March 2012) are taken into account. 

• MyNET users who have added any connections within the last 3 months are taken 
into account. 

After the filtering, a number of 2345 dataset was generated, i.e. 2345 MyNET users 
(Sokolov, 2013). Data from the Human Resource Department is used as a 
complement to get the user’s demography data, e.g. their geographical location, 
position in the organizational structure. MS SQL Server is used for building queries in 
extracting the data from MyNET’s database and combining it with the HR data. The 
combined data is used as the input for Gephi, the tool used to generate the individual 
network graph. A more detailed data processing can be found in Sokolov (will be 
published later on in 2013) and not in the scope of this thesis.  

The social network graph used for the analysis is the 1.5-degree egocentric social 
network graph. In this graph, the ego or the center of the graph is the interviewee, and 
the whole graph depicted the interviewee, his/her connections, and connections 
between all his/her direct connections  

5.2 SOCIAL	  NETWORK	  GRAPH	  AND	  ANALYSIS	  
Out of 201 survey respondents who are agree to be the interviewee candidates, 50 of 
them passed the filtering method above. Fifty graphs were generated using Gephi, 
each of which represents the interviewee candidate. Using this tool, the properties of 
the 1.5-degree network graph can be customized to clarify the analysis. The nodes’ 
color can be set according to a certain classification, e.g. region, organizational 
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structure. While the nodes’ size can be customized according their number of 
connections, i.e. the more connections a certain node has the bigger the node size.  

The property of each graph was then manipulated by setting different colors and size 
for the nodes in order to recognize some interesting characteristics or pattern. 
However not all of these 50 interviewee candidates have sufficient data in their social 
network graph, thus the author set additional filters for the interview candidates. 
These filtering rules required the individual social network graphs to contain:  

• At least 10 nodes. 

• A certain characteristic in the structure, either a bridge/ broker between separates 
individuals, separates groups, or rather uniformed connections (Ahuja, 2000).  

As a result of this filter, 13 interesting social network graphs were gathered. Due to 
the confidentiality restrictions it is not possible for the author to present all graphs in 
this report. However the author is allowed to provide one example as an illustration.  

Figure 3 shows one of the most interesting social network graphs from the 
interviewees. In this particular example the node size represents the number of 
connections it has and the color shows different organizational units within Ericsson. 
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Figure 3 Egocentric/ individual social network graph  

As can be seen from figure 3, the ego is the node having the role as a bridge or a 
broker of two main clusters visible in the graph above. In this case, the ego basically 
bridges his/her cluster of organizational unit (colored in purple in cluster 2) with some 
others organizational units in the company (cluster 1).  

From these graphs and also from the interviewees’ responses in the survey, the author 
explores further how actually MyNET supports the innovation climate characteristics 
and affects innovation through social interaction in Ericsson. 
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PART	  VI INTERVIEW	  
 

This chapter contains the application of the methodology, result’s analysis, and 
discussion of the qualitative interview data collection. The interview questions are 
based on the result of the two previously presented studies, i.e. the survey and the 
social network graph. The outcome from the interviews is the main result that will 
answer the research question. 

6.1 APPLICATION	  OF	  THE	  METHODOLOGY	  

6.1.1 Interviewee	  Selection	  
The interviewees were selected through some filtering rules for their social network 
graph in MyNET as discussed in chapter 5. As a result of this selection, 13 
interviewee candidates were contacted for the interview and 10 of them were 
available. 

6.1.2 Interview	  Design	  
The qualitative interview in this research is aimed to understand further in which way 
MyNET influences the innovation climate characteristics and innovation through 
social interaction. These activities include adding connections while building their 
professional social network, posting blogs, commenting blog posts, sharing 
information, pictures and links, joining communities, and asking questions through 
MyNET. The interview with each respondent was conducted with a general interview 
guide approach where the same general areas of information are covered from each 
interviewee while allowing a degree of freedom and adaptability in getting this 
information (Turner, 2010). By using this type of interview the question asked were 
not precisely defined and formed, but rather relies on the interaction between the 
interviewer and interviewee (Turner, 2010). 

As mentioned earlier, the interviewees’ responses in the survey along with their 
individual social network graph are used as inputs in the interview. Referring to these 
data, the interviewees were asked with questions in the following areas:  

1. Who are the people in their social network graph? 

2. How do they relate to these people, is it interest or work related? 

3. How do they interact with them? 

a. Get in touch for specific activity?  

b. More of viewing and sharing, to get the vibe of the topic? 

4. How do they actually use MyNET? 

5. What kind of information he/she gets from those different people? How does 
it affect their innovativeness? 

6. What triggers them in adding colleague? Interest? Community? 

Information that could be gathered from the interview included the clarification on 
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how the ego relates to the other nodes connected to her/him, what kind of activities 
he/she does, the impact of these activities toward her/his social network, toward 
innovation, and towards Ericsson’s innovation supportive climate. If the interviewees 
experience positive relationship between these aspects, they should give examples, 
motivation, and benefit in using MyNET in relation to innovation.  

6.2 RESULT	  ANALYSIS	  AND	  DISCUSSION	  
This section presents the analysis and discussion of the interview results in order to 
get the answers for research question. Based on the guiding conclusion from the 
survey and the interviewees’ individual social network graph, the general interview 
guide approach was conducted with 10 interviewees from 8 different organizational 
units within 4 different geographical regions, i.e. Northern Europe and Central Asia, 
Latin America, Mediterranean, and South East Asia and Oceania. However it is not 
possible to mention the exact organizational units in order to avoid pointing or 
referring to a particular position in organizational structure. The interview time were 
ranging from 30 minutes to one hour. All of them are recorded and also transcribed 
exclusively for Ericsson and are not presented in this thesis report due to 
confidentiality issue.   

The interview analysis method is hermeneutic phenomenology where a cross case 
data analysis from the interviews transcription was done. In this step, all distinct 
tendencies from the interview answers are extracted considering that innovation 
within the firm is affected by both the organizational climate and social interaction. 
Thus all strong sentiments, description, and examples from the interviewee regarding 
MyNET impact towards innovation was classified based on whether it relates to 
innovation climate characteristics or social interaction. The outline of the 
classification used in this analysis is shown in the figure 4 below. 
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Figure 4 Outline of the classification used for the analysis 

 

Hence, the interview result will be discussed based on the above outline instead of 
sequentially. 
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6.2.1 MyNET	  Support	  toward	  9	  Innovation	  Climate	  Characteristics	  
As discussed in section 2.2, organizational innovation climate is important in 
nurturing individual creativity and intelligence as the precursor of innovation within 
firm. To understand further what is meant by organizational innovation climate, 9 
characteristics of this climate are discussed in the same section. In the interview, the 
author investigated further on how MyNET supports these 9 innovation climate 
characteristics and the results are discussed below.  

1. Risk taking 

All ten interviewees literally mentioned that MyNET, with its capability to reach out 
to more people, creates bigger stage for open discussion. Some interviewees 
mentioned that MyNET provides a way for them to be kept updated with what is ‘hot’ 
in their area of interest, including also any novel problem or possible solution for it. 
The availability of information for employees, as agreed by eight interviewees, 
creates limitless possibility in accessing and synthesizing novel solutions for certain 
problems through open discussion, anytime and anywhere. This condition supports 
knowledge sharing and open discussion, and reduces employees’ fear in expressing 
themselves. The interviewee from the internal communication department stated “The 
key is for the people to not be afraid, it should come naturally, it should be part of the 
culture of they company, the way we work, share, and collaborate.” Essentially he 
mentioned that the voluntary activity within MyNET, creates active participation 
instead of passive forced participation that could end in uniformity. MyNET induces 
them “to be more innovative (to) solve problems, answer questions, to move the 
company forward”, as mentioned by one interviewee, leading to positive 
organizational learning aligned with Brass, Galaskiewics, & Greve (2004). 

2. Rewards 

This characteristic is related to the subjective definition of reward and the employees’ 
intrinsic and extrinsic motivation in their participation within MyNET (Obstfeld, 
2005). Some interviewees claimed that they used MyNET to share their ideas with 
different motivations. In ESN as well as MyNET, it is all about the connections in the 
network and the interactions within it (Brass, Galaskiewics, & Greve, 2004; Hogg, 
2010). In MyNET, where any connection between different individuals is completely 
free, it is possible to create connections with people who have the same interests 
outside the initial network. From this connection and interaction, there are many 
possible rewards involved, either tangible or intangible. 

In terms of knowledge sharing, two interviewees said that they feel rewarded by 
getting some comments, like, or shares of their posts. Aligned with Hogg (2010), this 
interaction shows acknowledgement that their particular posts are interesting or 
useful, which becomes an extrinsic motivation for the user. For one interviewee from 
the technology expert team, rewards could be manifested by an acknowledgement of 
their knowledge or expertise. MyNET creates a new way of representing this reward 
through the profile that every user has. Being referred in many social interactions in 
MyNET is an evidence of trust that people reward to an expert, as mentioned also by 
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Brass, Galaskiewics, & Greve (2004). An intrinsic motivation perspective was 
presented by one of the interviewees, “We go trough to MyNET posts from people all 
over the world who we originally don’t know, who asking questions that I know the 
answers to. And if I can help this person, I might could actually help others too and 
build this network even further.” Being a popular individual, represented by central 
position and dense network (Burt, 2001), is also perceived as a reward of having 
interesting information updates for the people in his/ her social network in MyNET.  

In terms of tangible reward, two interviewees claimed that MyNET could facilitate 
the development for ideas that lead to a concrete implementation of innovation idea in 
Ericsson resulting in monetary compensation. Three interviewees stated that MyNET 
also appears as an innovative social media for some competitions with tangible 
rewards for the participants.  

3. Empowering 

As implied by some interviewees, this characteristic is important for the voluntary and 
active participation in MyNET. Given that the employee has some obligatory tasks 
associated with their role, empowerment is important for them to participate within 
MyNET. One interviewee mentioned that in some cases the management gives direct 
empowerment for being active in MyNET. This is done by keeping the departmental 
information broadcasted through MyNET instead of email and forcing the employees 
to use MyNET. Although it is against the voluntary participation in ESN, this 
direction might be necessary at the beginning of the ESN implementation. 

Intrinsic empowerment was expressed by an interviewee who mentioned that MyNET 
support toward easy access of information for employees and knowledge-sharing 
atmosphere motivates him to use it more and to be more innovative, “We need to 
challenge our self in doing things, we need to look at smarter way or working, it is a 
benefit for our organization in the way we work by having a tool like this”. Lasty, one 
interviewee literally mentioned, “I perceive MyNET as an empowerment more than 
email”. Feeling supported with required resources for innovating, the employees 
invest more in their innovative ideas and use MyNET to spread out this idea. 

4. Objective measurements 

Aligned with Canducci (2011) and Hogg (2010), six interviewees expressed their 
agreement that active participation and open discussion within MyNET, as well as 
other ESN, bring objectivity as a consequence. Quoting what they have said in the 
interview “openness is a good thing for the company and MyNET can support that”. 
This openness is a characteristic of ESN, which converts divergent thinking into more 
objective conclusions (Brass, Galaskiewics, & Greve, 2004). In other words, proper 
information sharing within MyNET discussions could reduce confusion and give 
better understanding for the employee on what needs to be measured and what is 
expected from them.  

5. Feedback 

In relation to MyNET as enterprise social networking, this characteristic relates to 
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internal communication within Ericsson. All interviewees claimed that through 
MyNET, they could connect to other employee across Ericsson in a better way in two 
terms. The first one is speed, as expressed by one of the interviewee “And MyNET 
has kick the box in becoming more innovative and much more speedier”. The second 
one is reachability, as mentioned by the interviewees, “MyNET gives an opportunity 
to reach out to bigger network” and “I reach out to more people through MyNET”. 

Aligned with Li, Webber, & Cifuentes (2012), MyNET supports the freedom of 
speech such as social media in general, where the social side of networking and 
communicating is highlighted, while still managing the security aspect. Two 
interviewees refer this to “secrecy in MyNET” and expressed their satisfaction that 
MyNET creates a limitless way of communication and collaboration, sending opinion 
and feedback across different organizational units and different geographical locations 
in a more secure way than in general social media. 

The connections within MyNET create a chain of interaction and information flow. 
One interviewee refers to these connections as a way to “get more and better feedback 
on what you’re trying to do”. Another interviewee expressed that “MyNET could help 
to actually sort out ideas through feedback”. One interviewee from Ericsson Australia 
experienced posting a blog entry through a community in MyNET and getting 
response or feedback from another person in Ericsson Sweden and the US, from 
another organization unit, just in a matter of seconds. He agrees that MyNET 
definitely fulfills and enhances the need for quick feedback.  

6. Turbulence 

Four interviewees mentioned that MyNET’s role as a virtual watercooler where new 
trends are spread out and discussed, enables better information flow and diffusion. 
This effect, as agreed by two of the interviewees through the story of their experience, 
induces the emanation of ideas, their development, and also the implementation in 
order to answer any trigger for innovation.  

MyNET capability in keeping the users updated with the latest news provides a hint 
on the direction of innovation. One interviewee mentioned, “When we need to work 
smarter and quicker, response to problem, MyNET is a very innovative space to 
complement that”. Another interviewee, considered as the technology evangelist in 
Ericsson, expresses that “MyNET is the most important tool for getting the job done, 
because it allows me to affect change (based on the technology trend in the business), 
and get people to the direction that I think is important”. He essentially claimed that 
MyNET could reduce the firm’s inertia in its way of working and also to be open to 
new better trends. 

7. Interdependence 

All ten interviewees agree that with MyNET, cross department and region 
collaboration and communication in firm has less limitation. It confirms the research 
results obtained by Nahapiet & Ghoshal (1998) and Tsai & Ghoshal( 1998) in the 
context of social network in general. MyNET fulfills the need for efficiency of 
innovation flow (Tsai & Ghoshal, 1998). One interviewee, who is a technology 
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specialist and also an organization change agent, claimed that the free easy access of 
information and also the creation of a virtual watercooler in Ericsson do not 
necessarily mean that everything is shared openly. There is still “secrecy regulation”, 
i.e. some ground regulations on what information can be shared and how it should be 
shared according to some decision-making authority regulation.  

This interdependence characteristic is also supported by the statement from an 
interviewee from the internal communication department. He mentioned that 
depending on someone’s role, MyNET could appear as “a complement in the way 
they communicate or (a tool to) help their work or project”. In complete statement he 
mentioned that with a proper understanding on how MyNET should be used, the 
interdependence characteristic is completely supported in Ericsson. 

8. Decentralization 

All interviewee basically mentioned that this is exactly one condition that is embodied 
within MyNET where all employees have the same right, creating a flatter 
organizational structure. Quoting from one of the interviewees, “MyNET flattens the 
organization, rather than maintaining the artificial hierarchy”. In an artificial 
hierarchy or conventional organization structure, a subordinate needs to go several 
levels to reach their manager through email or other communication methods. But 
through MyNET, an employee could have his direct manager, his director, or even the 
CEO as their colleague and start interacting with them, something that has been 
actually experienced by four of the interviewees at different organizational levels. 
Another interviewee mentioned “If its going to help me in communicating with the 
people that I will communicate everyday anyway, so what’s the point?” which refers 
to MyNET’s capability in bridging people, which is not possible otherwise.  Lastly, 
the interviewee from internal communication department mentioned that by creating 
flatter organization; the employee could reach other employee regardless of their 
hierarchical position in Ericsson, breaking down the organizational silos.  

9. Cosmopolitan  

Through MyNET, feedback regarding ideas can be communicated properly through 
the right channel to the right person addressing the right issue. This is expressed by 
two of the interviewees who are also idea management system users. They mentioned 
that MyNET appears as a complementary tool where professional discussion can be 
done in a less formal situation and context. This discussion could be something 
related to the latest technology, the most crucial clients’ requirements that need to be 
addressed, or the best procedure to carry out a certain process. Two interviewees refer 
this in their statements: “MyNET supports bottom up innovation based on what 
people are talking about and what they think is important for the business or 
customer”, and “Virtual discussion in MyNET has bring more idea generation and 
development”. Comfortable way in discussing all of these aspects would obviously 
lead innovation to the right direction and support a more effective and efficient way 
for its development.  
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6.2.2 MyNET	  Role	  in	  Facilitating	  Social	  Interaction	  in	  Ericsson	  	  
Social interaction can be done in many ways; it can be done through direct 
interaction, through phone, chat, email, or ESN. One positive side about MyNET, as 
well as ESN in general, is its voluntary participation and ability to attract people with 
the same interest together in an ad hoc manner, regardless of the formal organization 
structure (Li, Webber, & Cifuentes, 2012). One concrete example here is the 
innovation community in MyNET that was addressed as one of the survey participant. 
Based on the interviewees, they claimed that they joined this community voluntarily.  
This community is “self-growing” and has formed itself in an organic way, based on 
each community members’ willingness to join and participate. Thus in this context, it 
could be said that the users’ motivation in using MyNET affect their actual activity in 
it.  

In more detail, the interviewee relates this motivation with someone’s innovativeness. 
Quoting one of the interviewees “The more innovative the people the more they use 
MyNET as they (are) aware of the usage and they become motivated to explore 
more“. This explains the phenomenon found in the survey result where innovative 
users tend to be more active in their social engagement within MyNET. This opinion 
is supported by another interviewee who suggests users to “be more creative, do your 
best in getting your message across”. They basically agree that innovative users tend 
to try more ways to find the benefit in MyNET. They put more effort in getting 
MyNET to work for their purpose. These users tend to monitor updates, share 
information, comment, post and ask questions, and also create more blog posts in 
order to get answers and information they need.  

The other phenomenon found in the survey was also confirmed by the interviewees. 
They agree that by using MyNET more, the users could be more innovative. One 
interviewee mentioned, “Following the innovation community (and) listening to 
broad discussions makes the personal innovativeness grows. (This person) becomes 
more innovative and (are able to) come up with a new idea.” Supported by one other 
interviewee who said, “ The more people who use it (MyNET), the more active 
people become, and the more value it proves, including innovation.” 

Beside the intrinsic motivation as mentioned above, there is also external motivation 
in order to encourage the employees to use MyNET. Aligned with Obstfeld (2005) 
research, the analysis between the social network graph and the interview shows that 
differences in motivation impact the structure of social network graph formed within 
MyNET. For example, in a department where it is encouraged to use MyNET, the 
departments’ employees tend to connect with each other in their own department 
resulting in a uniformed network from organizational structure perspective. However 
this structure could also be altered if the ego proactively expands his/her network by 
building connection with people from other group, cluster or community. Quoting 
from one of the interviewees, “start by profile, and then connect with your own 
people (your own region or department), then start posting and get responses from 
outside your original network, start to have bond and then connect with them”. 

The social network graph presented in figure 3 is one example of this sort of proactive 
individual. There are two clusters in this graph, one representing his/her department 
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(cluster 2, colored in purple) and the other one representing another group of people 
that he/she interacts with through MyNET (cluster 1). Quoting her statement: “It help 
me in solving problem involving people from different regions and it has been a help 
in the case of global project, overcoming the time difference and information gap.” 
Being the bridge or broker between these two clusters, this individual enables 
information flow from one cluster to the other. This information flow between 
different actors within innovation has been pointed out as an important aspect for 
innovation in many researches (Björk & Magnusson, 2009; Glynn, 1996). Without 
this individual’s position in the network, there would be a longer path for the 
information to flow from one cluster to another. This is a clear example of the 
implication of the user motivation toward the structure of his/her social network 
graph.  

Another MyNET role in facilitating social interaction in Ericsson is elaborated based 
on the two-stage model of innovation mentioned in section 2.3.2. This model is used 
as the frame of analysis because it provides a suitable logic with some of the 
interview results. Further discussion regarding the difference on the aspects involved 
in each stage, along with the corresponding influence by MyNET is described below.  

6.2.2.1 Initiation	  Stage	  

The expertise needed in this stage is constructed in a long process  (Glynn, 1996). 
However, as mentioned by six interviewees, with information technology 
development, such as MyNET, a more innovative way to store, structure, and share 
knowledge has supported this process to be more efficient and effective. In order to be 
able to access necessary information in building their expertise, it is important for 
MyNET users to connect and interact with the right people (Hogg, 2010). They need 
to find experts in the domain area, which is facilitated through the search expert 
functionality in MyNET. Through this functionality, MyNET matches up the 
individuals users’ profile to the certain expert they might be looking for. This way 
MyNET can direct the future social interaction by creating the right connection in the 
social network.  

Aligned with Brass, Galaskiewics, & Greve (2004), the social relationship and 
interaction in MyNET depicts the phenomena where the user tend to connect with 
similar users, which was investigated during the interview. Data from the graphs and 
interviews show that individuals tend to connect with similar individuals, either 
within their area of work, personal interest, specific technological issue, etc. For 
example, individuals working in the research department, having similar working area 
and also interests, would tend to connect to each other. Some features in MyNET 
support this purpose better. By joining a certain community, e.g. LTE, users having 
the same interest towards LTE could find, connect, and start having a discussion 
without actually knowing each other in real life. In this context, MyNET has 
supported social interaction in a more purposeful network of people, which is an 
effective way to build expertise. 

Being able to build proper knowledge ground, innovators are able to perceive the 
demand for innovation and respond with some ideas. In this phase, the interaction 
between knowledge workers and future innovators in discussing the appropriateness 
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of the idea, followed by some resource exchange, if required, is fully facilitated by 
MyNET. It ensures the connectivity between actors in the initiation stage. Using some 
keywords, users can find each other and start having discussion or even working 
together through MyNET. 

In relation to the impact of social network structure imposed by the user, one 
interviewee stated that having a role as a broker gives him/her various information 
streams. This information is useful for him/herself or people that are connected to 
them to amuse their creative side.  

6.2.2.2 Implementation	  Stage	  

This implementation stage is enhanced by influential people in the social network. 
These people are characterized by their centrality in the network and have many 
people connected to them as a consequence of trust (Brass, Galaskiewics, & Greve, 
2004). There are some interviewees who have this structure in their MyNET 
egocentric network graph and there are also some interviewees who are connected 
with an ego with such structure. Basically, people are connected to the influential ego 
because they consider that the information shared by him/her is valuable and 
trustable.  

Based on Burt (1992), which is then supported by Obsfeld (2005), dense network 
structure facilitates the implementation stage better. It is expressed by some 
interviewees’ statements that “speed and accessibility is the key” and that dense 
networks reduce the constraints to initiate and coordinate required actions to 
implement innovation within firm. The users who are located centrally in their social 
network graph, has a wide range of interests. They also have good communication 
and interaction with people in their network, which enable them to coordinate actions 
between different groups of people. Having this supportive social network structure, 
these centrally located users are able to spread their influence through the trust people 
put on them. This kind of network is conducive for a department in the firm whose 
role is to socialize or promote a certain product or procedure, such as the internal 
communication department in Ericsson case.  

Although supported by dense social network structure, this innovation stage does not 
get any drawback from redundant information circulating in the network. As 
mentioned by one interviewee, influence and impact is the purpose for this stage thus 
the more people circulate the information the more convincing, believable, and 
influential the information is. A concrete example of this is the sharing activity posted 
by many influential users, which can be propagated across the wide network within 
MyNET. In relation to MyNET social engagement activity, the implementation stage 
is initialized by users who are producing, and then supported especially by the users 
who are watching, sharing, and commenting which actually dominate the rest of the 
social engagement pyramid. These comments and shares are the ones that propagate 
and strengthen the influence of the initiator’s throughout the firm through the ESN 
network. Hence, the social engagement pyramid phenomenon within MyNET is 
something normal in a social media platform. It supports innovation naturally where 
there are people whose role is to be the innovator and discuss ideas in their own circle 
of connection. Also, there are people whose role is to be the adaptor and contribute by 
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sharing and creating the ‘buzz’ in the firm.  
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PART	  VII CONCLUSION	  
	  

This thesis is an investigation to answer the ‘how’ question on ESN support toward 9 
innovation climate characteristics and social interaction within firm. A survey, social 
network graph analysis, and interviews were carried out in a research in a global 
telecom company, Ericsson, in order to assess their ESN, MyNET. The results 
gathered from the data collection methods were then analyzed based on the 
background theories discussed earlier in this thesis report.  

The author could gain an agreement with previous research (Glynn, 1996) in the 
context of ESN, by assessing the influence of MyNET in innovation climate within 
Ericsson. The author then investigates further on how exactly this influence is 
manifested in practice. Results from the survey showed that MyNET influences the 
innovation within Ericsson through the fulfillment of its implementation goals. The 
survey also assessed the respondents’ innovativeness and social engagement within 
MyNET where the results indicate that there is a relationship between MyNET users’ 
innovativeness and their level of social engagement within MyNET.  

With the input from survey responses and the interviewees’ social network graph, 
some interviews were conducted. As a result, the author gathers some MyNET users 
experiences and opinions regarding how MyNET influences the 9 innovation climate 
characteristics and facilitates social interaction within Ericsson in a global setting. 
The results indicate that basically MyNET appears as an innovative collaboration 
system. Using MyNET, the employees can reach and connect to more people, which 
is not feasible using conventional communication and collaboration tool such as 
email. It supports open discussion where the employees do not need to feel fear and 
afraid. It encourages them to be active and dear to take risk, which is important for 
innovation. MyNET functionality such as search, post question, join community, etc, 
serve as both empowerment and reward for the users. These functionalities support 
the need for quick feedback and instant answer. They also provide limitless ways in 
finding and spreading information, which enable the firm to be open with new trends 
and responsive to new needs. MyNET nature of being informal supports the creation 
of flatter organization structure where information and resource would be transferred 
in a more efficient and effective way.  

In terms of social interaction, MyNET’s voluntary participation enables communities 
to grow organically within it. It also allows the users to build their professional 
network in an informal way. Through this network, the users can find information and 
also experts related to their work need or personal interest. In the innovation initiation 
stage, the users can use this network to build their expertise. While in the 
implementation stage, the users can use it to strengthen their position and have more 
influence in the network. 

Beside the conclusions above, the research also indicates some learning points for 
ESN implementation. The first point is that as an addition to ESN functionality, ESN 
implementations need to be supported by the users’ creativity and innovativeness. As 
revealed during the interview, apart from the functionality that ESN provides, the 
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users shall not use it if they are not motivated and feel supported by it. The second 
point is that because of ESN’s nature as being social, the more people who use ESN 
the more benefit it provides. Thus the importance in attracting and motivating the 
employees in using ESN is just as important as the ESN functionality itself.  

The study of the impact of social networking and social interaction toward innovation 
has been going on for years. However as ESN is a new phenomenon, there have not 
been many studies regarding how this system affects the firm’s performance, 
including innovation. The perspective in this research itself is in the description on 
how ESN influences the innovation within firm based on MyNET users experience 
and opinion. The result is analyzed with some references to previous research in the 
area of social networking in general and innovation. The analysis shows that this 
thesis results serve as some support and agreement towards previous research in a 
new perspective, i.e. ESN for social networking in a global enterprise context. 
Previous research that is used as a reference, comparison, and supported in the 
analysis include Glynn (1996) regarding the relationship of social interaction and 
innovation, Obstfeld (2005) in terms of social networking motivation, Tsai & Ghoshal 
(1998) in terms of intrafirm social network role, Brass, Galaskiewics, & Greve 
(2004), and also Hogg (2010) in terms of enterprise social media user activities. This 
research also shows more possibility for having deeper study in the role of ESN in 
global companies and also how the results of previous research in general social 
networking areas applied in ESN.  

Based on the conclusion of this thesis, it is completely understandable if there would 
be more firms that want to implement ESN in their organizations. Supported also by 
current trend where social network media is growing massively in general, the firms’ 
employees would be more ready for this technology in their working environment. 
However, based on some interviewees’ opinions, these users need to build some 
boundaries between their general social network activities and their ESN activities. 
Lately there are some complaints regarding individual privacy issue in social media in 
general. In relation with this issue more caution in sharing and releasing information 
to the network is needed. Boundary between the usage of personal social network and 
ESN is needed addressing the workplace ethical issues and policy, especially 
regarding the firm’s confidential data sharing and usage, and also workplace integrity 
in general.  

The fact that this research was done in a global company could provide some insights 
from the practice in real enterprise context. However because of time, resource, and 
policy limitations, and also the nature of this research, i.e. organizational behavior, the 
result of this thesis can not be generalized to be applied to all firms or at all time. The 
research’s target participants were chosen to be the community where they actually 
familiar with the ESN and innovation, which is suitable for this research because they 
could provide relevant responses and experience. However, it would be interesting to 
also investigate how do non ESN-users perceive ESN. By understanding this gap, the 
firm could address better what is expected from ESN and also can promote ESN more 
effectively to the employee.  

As ESN is a fast growing phenomenon nowadays, there are some study areas that are 
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identified for the future. First, it would be useful for firms interested in adopting this 
system, to be presented with concrete evidences on how this system would increase 
their innovation or other business performance. This study could produce more 
precise results if done with the availability of a concrete innovation or business 
performance measurement within the firm instead of self-reported data that was used 
in this research. Secondly, the measured firm’s performance data complemented with 
the data regarding change or growth of ESN social network connection over time 
would provide insights on the actual impact of ESN towards the firm’s performance.  

However as there are other communication and collaboration systems within firms, 
i.e. the enterprise email, instant messaging, or the firms idea management system, 
there is data outside ESN that actually affects firms’ innovation. Thirdly, a holistic 
study regarding firm’s innovation in relation to the social interaction through all 
communication and collaboration systems within firm is interesting as this would 
provide insights for firms on how each of these communication and collaboration 
system complements each other in supporting the innovation.  
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